GAINS IN EAST AND WEST

Russians man Indian missile boats, planes?

From Our Special Representative

RAWALPINDI, Dec 5: Soviet personnel are reportedly manning Indian missiles boats and flying military planes inside Indian territory. Several IAF installations have been identified by the Indian Air Force as being manned by these forces. The Indian government has not commented on these reports.

Word of God

AIDS IN SRI LANKA

Word has it that the U.S. is increasing its military presence in Sri Lanka. The U.S. has been seen to be intensifying its military presence in the region.

It is going to be world war, Bhutto warns

CABIN

Money

earns good, safe interest in a Lombard North Central Deposit Account

No rest till enemy is crushed, Amin’s call

In addition to the above news and information, there are several other articles and headlines on various topics, including political developments and military actions.
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